
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
  MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Taranaki Thoroughbred Racing Date: Saturday 19th July 2014 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Heavy (10), upgraded to Slow (9) after Race One 
Rail: True 
Stewards: R Neal (Chairman); N Goodwin; B Bateup and L Tidmarsh 
Typist: K Smart 

   
  GENERAL:  

 

 
  SUPPLEMENTARY:  

 

 
  SUMMARY: 

Swabbing:   LOUEY VELOCE, MISS ENDERS, STANLEY, ETHICAL, GO THUNDER, MOON TIDE, IAMISHWARA, 
COOL MOON 

Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race  
 

 

Fines: Race  7 Apprentice D Turner, (MAROTORI MISS) 
[Rule 330(3)(c)] – Unable to make required weight – Fined $200.00 

Warnings: Race  1 
 

Apprentice N Teeluck (MADISON AVE) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)]- Shifting ground 800 metres. 

7 J Parkes (TAURUS) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] Shifting ground 1200 metres. 

8 Apprentice D Turner, (SAM I AM) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] Shifting ground home straight. 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race   
              

 

Medical Certificates:                         Received from Apprentice D Turner                            

 Race   
  

 

Late Scratchings: Race   
 

 

 
  RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 PLATINUM HOMES SC MDN 1400 M 

LEXI was tightened at the start and settled back.  
LOUEY VELOCE hung outwards shortly after leaving the barriers into the line of SARABI which was hampered and lost 
ground.  LOUEY VELOCE continued to hang out and near the 1100 metres caused tightening to SWITZER which in turn was 
crowded onto CHELA CHOI, which resulted in both CHELA CHOI and SWITZER becoming unbalanced with CHELA CHOI 
losing ground.  Also affected was CHECKOUT CHICK which was hampered.  
N Teeluck the rider of (MADISON AVE) was issued with a warning under Rule 638(1)(d) in that making the 800 metre turn 
he allowed his mount to shift in when not clear of PRINCESS NICOLE which was dictated inwards onto JUST THE DEAL 
which was hampered for several strides.  
CHELA CHOI gave ground passing the 700 metres and was distanced at the finished.  On returning to the enclosure 
Apprentice rider M Dee advised that he had concerns with the mare’s actions, however a post-race veterinary examination 
failed to reveal any abnormality.  



 

 

NITRO TED had to shift ground near the 250 metres to improve after SWITZER lay in.  
SECONDS OUT and THE GRADUATE both hung inwards over the final stages.  
Stewards questioned Apprentice A Taylor with regard to the running of SARABI which, after being checked leaving the 
barriers and getting back, lost contact in the middle stages before running on strongly into 4th placing in the home straight.  
Miss Taylor stated that her intention had been to ride the mare handy to the pace however after being hampered at the 
start she had got much further back than intended, then in the middle stages despite her urgings SARABI had been unable 
to make any discernible ground until reaching the home straight.  Miss Taylor advised that in her opinion SARABI would be 
better suited to a longer distance.  
When questioned regarding the performance of KALINGA Apprentice rider L Magorrian reported that in his opinion the 
mare would be better suited to a step up in distance and any improved footing. 
Following the running of race one the track was upgraded to Slow 9. 

Race 2 DE LAVAL / COASTAL AGRI SERVICES RATING 75 1800 M 

H Tinsley (STORMIN NORMAN) was replaced by D Johnson due to a communication error which the Stewards 
determined was not solely attributable to Mr Tinsley. 
PRESTIGIOSA was slow away.  
GOOD ONE GLADY (K Chiong) failed to respond under hard riding from passing the 1000 metres and finished well 
back.  K Chiong reported that the mare had travelled comfortably however was beaten some distance out. A 
subsequent veterinary inspection of GOOD ONE GLADY failed to reveal any abnormality.  
GAGARIN (M Dee) lost its footing behind and became unbalanced near the 800 metre bend when steadying off the 
heels of GOOD ONE GLADY.  
Race 3 NRM SC MAIDEN (TAB TV) 

IT’S A WONDER began awkwardly and got back. 
LE MANS commenced to over race leaving the straight on the first occasion and then skied its head for some distance when 
being restrained. 
STANLEY raced three wide without cover throughout. 
MOUNTBATTEN raced wide throughout.  
IT’S A WONDER was held up and unable to improve for some distance near the 600 metres then raced in restricted room in 
the home straight until near the 150 metres.  .  
REDEEM was held up behind the tiring DIVINE SHIVA near the 250 metres.  
Apprentice D Turner was reminded of his obligations to ride fully to the line when circumstances permit after relaxing his 
ride over the concluding stages on THATZ LOUIE.  Stewards were satisfied that on this occasion his actions did not 
compromise his finishing position. DEVINE SHIVA returned to the enclosure with blood in the mouth consistent with having 
struck its gate prior to the start.  A subsequent veterinary inspection revealed a split tooth which in the Veterinary 
Surgeon’s opinion may have detrimentally affected its performance.  
When questioned into the improved run of STANLEY which had disappointed at Wanganui on 3 July, Trainer R Patterson 
advised that the gelding had been in the worst of the going on that occasion and was better suited to today’s improved 
track conditions.  

Race 4 SANDFORDS RURAL CARRIERS RATING 65 2000 M  

ETHICAL, MR COOL BOY and JOKING were all crowded leaving the barriers between BEGUILING which lay in and GENERAL 
LEE which lay out.  
PRINCE EDEN began awkwardly. 
BEGUILING lay in and away from BALLROOM at the winning post on the first occasion resulting in GENERAL LEE and 
CHOPPER being crowded for a short distance. 
BALLROOM was obliged to race four wide in the early and middle stages.  
PRINCE EDEN raced wide in the middle stages.  
ETHICAL lay in over the final 300 metres and had to be continually straightened.  
ROYAL COMMAND was inclined to lay out under pressure over the final 200 metres.  

Race 5 SEATON PARK RATING 65 2000 (TS. TAB TV) 

GO THUNDER and SHOW THE BEEL were slow to begin. 
WERIO pulled hard in the early and middle stages and passing the winning post on the first occasion got its head up when 
being restrained. 
D’LLARO faltered passing the 600 metres when struck from behind by DIAMOND GRACE.  A subsequent veterinary 
examination of D’LLARO revealed a laceration to the off hind leg consistent with being galloped on.  

Race 6 NZ BLOODSTOCK FINANCE AND LEASING 3YO HANDICAP (TAB TV) 

ZORRALI was began slowly then over-raced in the early stages.  
MISCHIEVOUS MIS was held up behind the tiring POROTENE CHANCE prior to entering the home straight.  
MOONTIDE (C Grylls) shifted in shortly after entering the home straight resulting in ELROI and TIHI KEEPA being dictated 
inwards into the line of MISCHIEVOUS MIS which was improving to its inside. 



 

 

C Grylls was advised to exercise care.   
VICTOR HUGO raced wide throughout. 
D Johnson the rider of VICTOR HUGO was advised to exercise care when shifting ground after she angled her mount out 
near the 300 metres hampering JACK FROST. 
TETDDYTWINKLETOES was held up in the early part of the home straight so was angled outwards passing the 220 metres in 
an attempt to improve but was then again held up near the 150 metres and only obtained clear running inside the final 50 
metres.  
POROTENE CHANCE lost a tooth during the running resulting in rider D Turner having difficulty controlling the filly. 

Race 7 WAIKATO STUD OPUNAKE CUP (TAB TV) 

Apprentice Turner was fined the sum of $200 after he failed to make the carded weight for MAROTORI MISS. Apprentice 
Turner was replaced by Apprentice M Dravitzki.   
IAMISHWARA began awkwardly and shifted out into the line of MAROTORI MISS which clipped a heel and blundered. 
PAN DULCE shifted out on jumping away tightening DAIELLO. 
TAURUS shifted in making the crossing near the 1200 metres crowding MAGIC BELLE which was inconvenienced for a short 
distance. J Parkes was reminded of his obligations.  
THE LONE RANGER raced keenly in the early stages. 
MAROTORI MISS had to be angled very wide in the home straight near the 300 metres to improve.  
I AM SAM was hampered near the 250 metres when awkwardly placed inside the heels of MAGIC BELLE which shifted in 
under pressure. 

Race 8 REVITAL FERTILISERS RATING 75 1400 (TS. TAB TV) 

NORTH AND SOUTH began awkwardly and then hampered shortly after when THE BOUNCER shifted out on jumping. 
BILLIE JEAN KING bounded at the start. 
LASSWADE and VIBRANT MOSS were slow to begin.  
FANCY DRESS over raced in the early stages. 
PADDY JO compounded passing the 800 metres and was eased down over the final stages.  A subsequent veterinary 
examination of PADDY JO failed to reveal any abnormality.  
NORTH AND SOUTH had to change ground near the 250 metres to continue to improve. 
SAM I AM shifted out under urging over the final 200 metres and near the 100 metres crowded ST RANSOM out on to 
FANCY DRESS resulting in ST RANSOM having to steady.  Apprentice D Turner was issued with a warning and advised that 
in similar circumstances he is expected to stop and straighten his mounts sooner than he did on this occasion.  
D Turner (SAM I AM) lost his whip passing the 50 metres.  

  
 
 

 


